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Semi Symmetric Non-Metric Connection
on a Manifold with Generalised

HSU-Structure

RAM NIVAS AND GEETA VERMA

Abstract : Semi symmetric metric connection have been studied by various mathematician
including Yano [2], Mishra [3], Imai [4], S. L Hussain [5]. M. D. Upadhaya and Jaya pant

[7], etc., manifold. Recently Nirmala S. Agashe and others [l] have defined the notion of
semi symmetric non-metric connection on a Riemannian manifold. Singh and Nivas [6]
studied semi-symmetric non-metric connection on almost para contact mehic manifold. In
this paper we study semi-symmetric non-metric connection on manifold with generalised
Hsu-structure. In the first section, I have studied Nijenhuis tensor and integrability conditions
of such manifolds. Some interesting results have been established in other sections of the
paper

1. Preliminaries

Let an n-dimensional differentiable manifold M" of class C- admits a

C- tensor field Fof the type (1,1) a C-avector field Tand C* l-formA such that

( 1 . 1 )

( i )  x :a,x+A(x)T,
(iD x= F(D,
(iii) A(I): -a' ,

(w) A(FX):0,

(v) FT:O,

(vD s$n*A(8,
and

(viD gv,Y) : -a' g(x,n - A(n Ag)

where g is a non-singular metric tensor and'd' is any non-zero complex number. Let
us call such a structure a generalised almost contact metric structure
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It follows from (l.l). (vii)

' 
s(V 'h : -ar s(X 'V)

which by virtue of equation (1,1) (vii) yields

(1.4) F(X,n: ar g(X,Y)+ A(UAQ)

Now baning f in (1.3) we have

F(X,T ) : - ar g(X,Y) - A(n A(n
or
(1.5) F(X,y ) = - (ar g(x,Y) + A(n Ag))

Thus from (1.4) and (1.5) we have 
_

F(X ,Y)+F(X ,Y \ :0

ReplacingXby Iin equation (1.2) and making use of equation (1.1) (v) we obtain

(1.6)  F (T,Y) :0

A linear conneciion V is said to be semi-symmetric connection if its torsion tensor

S(XD =Y xY-YrX- IX ,Y\

S(X,n: Ag)X- A(nY

Let us defure

(r.2)
baningXin (1.2) we have

(1 .3)

satisfied the formula

(1 .7)

(1.e)

(1.10)

F(X,n=S(FX,Y)

F 6,n=g(F2X,Y)

(
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(

I

a
(

T
(

11

( l

V is said to be semi-symmetric non-metric with respect to the associated metric g if

(1.s) v x s(Y,4=-A(ns(X,n-AQ)8(X,\

We define V to be semi-symmetric non-metric F-connection if in addition

(1.7), (1.8) V satisfies

T
th

( l

( V y  l ) = 0

Suppose V is a Riemannian connection on M" thenwe can always put [l]
;
Y  xY:V xY+ U(X,Y)

U being tensor of type (1.2) satisffing

(1.1 l) s(U(X,Y)q + s(U(X,Z)v): A (\ s(X'A + AQ) s(X,v)

obviously we have

(r.12) S(X,Y) : U(X,Y)- Ugn

ils

( l



and,Y

(1.13)
where

(1 .14)
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Nirmala S. Agashe and others expressed the value of (I(X,Y) in terms of .S

U (X,n = Y, fS (X,n + i (X,Y) + ! (yn F s (X,y)T

s(S (z)t),Y) det s(i (X,n,q

SW,n- A(x)Y - g(x,Y)T

U (X,n= A(Y'V.

VxI= DxY+A(Y)X

It can be verified that

and
(1 .15)

Thus we get
(r .16)
It is easy to veriff that

(r) !g,x)= u(x,n-g(x,y)T,
(it) s(S(,gD,f)=0,

(r.r7) (iit) S (X,T)="-Y,

(rg !gn=U(X,T)+A(x)7,
and

(v) !6,D- l<rn= s (x,y)

Theorem l.l. In a generalised Hsu-structure manifold Mn 1he torsion tensor of
the seni-symmetric non-metric e@meetion sati$es the following identities.

(r) S (X,n= -V,

(ii) S (X,D= -a' X ,

(iii) s(7,D = a' A(Y)X+ A (n A(Y)T,

(1.18)  ( rg  S(7,D+S(x,7)=a '51X,4.

(v) S(7,D = a'S(X,D= a2'X,
(vi) A (S (X,Y)) = 0,

tvii) ffi = d's(x,n,
Now we witl establbh ccftain identities afirlong the (0,3) type tensor defined

as follows

(1.1e) (i) {1x,r,4 4g! g(s (x,n,4

(ii) r/1x,r,4 def g(u(x,Y),Q
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or equivalently

!1x,Y,4=
g(Y,T) g(X,T)

g(Y,Z) g(X,Z)
. and

rJ tx.y.n -l sT't) s(z'r)
I s(x,Y) s6.z)

Theorem 1.2. The following relations hold in a generalised Hsu-structure non-
metric manifolds

(i) S (x,Y,Z)= a'!1x,Y,4

(ii) t/(V,Y,4 = -a' r/ 1x,r21 : o

(r.20) (iii) rl (T ,r ,27 = ! 1x ,v ,V1: o
(iv) S' 12,Y,:X7 = a' [-/ 1X,Y,4 = 0

(v) rJ12,r,4: a' !7x,Y,4

(vi) !1x,r,Vy = t/1V,r,x1

2. Nijenhuis Tensor

The Nijenhuir tensor is given by

(2.r) N (x,n=[X,V]+ tTn-t-Vn-Fjl
Making use of (1.1) (i) in (2.1) we get

(2.2) N (X,y):lX,rl+ ar fx,y1+ A(IX,yl)T- E,n-dvl
We now put

(2.3) B(X,n:IX,V)-1rt1,

(2.4) H 6,n = IX ,V] - tx,yl,

(2.5) W (X,y) : IN ,V ] - a' 1X,y 1.

Theorem 2.1. The Nijenhuis tensor and B(X,Y) me related as

(2.6) a' B1X,y'y - B1x ,y y= a' N 1x, y ) - A(y) l-x ,rl

+ a' A(,y \ lx,T l + A(y )A(Ix,T\r

Proof: Baning Y n(2.3) and making use of (l.l) (i) we.get
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(2.7) B(X,y): ar (x,y)+ A(y)[x,T]- a' 1vj1+ Untxn
Again barring above equation and making use of (1.1) (i) we get

(2.8)
- - - _ = = - : -

B[X,Y] : a' 1X,4+ A(nlX,T)- a,' I X,Y )
- a' A ([x,yDT - a' '11l1l1x,t1
-A(Y)A([X,TDT

Now from equation (2.3) and (2.8) we obtain

(2.e) a'  81X,Y) - B(XX) = a' IX ,YI- a'  (r t)

-  a '  tx ,y l -  a2'  1x,y 1 -  A(D1N Jj
+ a' A ([X,YI)T +a, A (y)[X,T)

+  A(y )A(x ,T l )T

Making use of (2.2) n (2.9) we get the result putting T for Y n (2.6) and rnaking use
of (1.1) (iii) and (1.1) (v) we have in a differentiable manifold.

(2.10) a' B1x,T 1 = a' N [x,71 + a' tx :r]
-a2' 1 x,r 1 - a',e11x,41r

Theorem 2.2. In a dffirentiable manifold Mnwe hove

(2 .11)  a 'H1X,Y7-HWn=a 'N1X,g-A@tzX)

+ a'A(n[T,Yl

+ A(n A(V,yl)T

Proof : BaningXin (2.4) nd making use of (l.l) (i) we get

(2.r2) H(N,Y : a' 1 x,V 1 + A(n [T,y 1
- a'[x,n-A(nIT,y)

Now baning the whole equation (2.12\ and making use of (l.l). (i) we have

(2.r3)
--_ ---= -----:
H(X,n = a' lx,YJ- A(n V,Yl-a" 1X,Y 1

- a'A qx,yl) T-a.'A(n[T,Yl
- A(n A$T,YD r

Now from Q.\ nd (2.13) we have
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(2.r4)

(2.18)
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_ - - - - - - - - : -
a '  H(X,n-H(X,n: a'1X,7 1- a'1X,V1

- a'1Vfu+ a2,1x,y1
+ a, A qx,n)T - AW trtl
+ A, A(E [T,Y ] + A(N A[T,Y]T

Thus, from (2.2) nd (2.14) we obtained the required result.
Replacing x by T in (2.11) and using (1.1) (iii) and (1.1) (v) we get in generalised
Hsu-structue almost contact metric manifold.

(2.rs) a' H 1T,g = a' N1T,g + o' lr,yl
- a2' 17,y 1-a',e 117,41r

Theorem 2.3. In a generalised Hsu-structure almost conlact metric slrttcture
manfold Mn we have

(2.16) a' W7X,9 - W fXn = a' N 1X, y) - a' A([X, y))T

- A(n vJ-l
Proof : BaningXin (2.5) and making use of (l.l) (i) we get

(2.r7) W6 ,n: a' 1X,V y + A(n e,y )
+ a ' IX,y f

Again baning(2.1) and making use of equation (l.l) (i) we have
. : - - - - - - - - - = _ l :

W(X,Y): a'1X,Y1+ A (n [T,Y)

+ a' lX,7l
Thus with the help of (2.2), (2.5) and (2. I 8) we get (2.16). Replacing X by

r n Q.l6) and using the equation (l.l) (iiD and (l.l) (v) we can show thar equation
(2.16) is equivalent to

(2.re) a' ltr1T,q = a' N 77,y 1 -a' A11T,y 11 r +a' lr ll

3. The Curvature Tensor

The curvature tensors of semi-symmetric non-metric connection V and the
Riemanian connection D are respectively rcpresented by R & K as follows

R(X,Y)Z: V xV yZ -V rV yZ - Ytx.yl  Z

K(X,Y)Z: Dx DyZ-Dr D.rZ- D6.r1Z

Prr

Fro:

(4.3

T1

TI

4.

Th
cot

Usil

(4.4,.

in (4

(4.s"

Proo
follor

(4.7)

For r

Ther
struc

(4.6)



(4.3)

Using

(4.4)
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Thus we state the following theorem

Theorem 3,1. The two curvature tensor are related to thefollowing equations

R(X,Y)Z: K(X,Y)Z + A(Dy ZV - A(D,Z)Y - A(Z) S(X,n

+ xu(a)Y -Y@(av

4. Integrability Condition

Theorem 4.1. In order that a generalised almost contact metric manifold to be

completely integrable it is necessary that

A ( [X,YDT :  0

Proof: Baning Xlrr.(2.2) and with the help of equation (1.1) (i) we get

From equation(2.2) md@.2) we have

N1-x,r1+ a' N7x,g : A (h V,y l- A IN,Y )T
-a' A(n [r,Y] - A(n {T,vDr

N [7, Y): a' (T,y) + A ([T,Y])T -trll

in (4.3) we have

(4.5) N 1X,g+ a' N 1X,9 
- -'A (n N (T,Y)

-  A ( [X,Y])T

For completely integrable manifold equation (4.5) reduces to give result in theorem.

Theorem 4.2. For a completely integrable generalised almost contact metric

structure manfold we have

(4.6) A(n {V,V!- IT,n}+ A[7 ,n)r

= A(h {[X ,n1x,71Y + 't (IX,Y])T

Proof: Baning X and I in equation (2.2) and making use of (l.l) (D we get the

following equations

(4.7) N (N ,D: a' lx,Tl+ A (n V,Tl
+ a'  1x,Y f + A ([X,Y]) r  -  tX l l
- a'l-x:Yf- A@ V,n
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(4.8)
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N (X,V)=  a ' IN ,Yf  +  A  (Y) IN,T ]

+ a'1X,V l+ A (IX,YDr
*- :-=

- a' lx,,Yf- [x,y]- A (Y )lx,T)

Now from these two equations @.7) nd ((4.8) and using N(xI) we have

then required result (4.6).
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